INTRODUCTION

Although the United States is a leader in health care technology, patient care has not yet reached an equitable status for all populations. For patients with disabilities, obtaining access to health care services as well as communicating with health care professionals can be a challenging experience. In fact, during health care interactions, patients with disabilities have reported feeling uncomfortable and have experienced negative feelings such as fear, anxiety, and mistrust toward health care providers. Moreover, previous research has shown that pharmacists do not feel prepared to understand or serve patients with disabilities. A lack of proper access to health care services, ineffective communication, and/or negative health care interactions may lead to patients avoiding care, poor patient understanding of treatment options, and a lower quality of life.

The core curricula of most pharmacy schools provide students with only a brief introduction to patients with disabilities, which is usually through didactic content. While these brief introductions are helpful, pedagogical approaches do not provide comprehensive content for mastery of skills and strategies for providing accessible health care services to patients with disabilities. Student pharmacists would benefit from additional education and/or training specifically related to patients with disabilities. Improving student pharmacists’ knowledge and understanding of this patient population would help to increase their competence, confidence, and skills in communicating with and providing care to this underserved patient population.
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The curricula of US schools and colleges of pharmacy provide students with only a cursory introduction to patients with disabilities, and this is usually achieved through didactic content. These brief introductions are considered helpful; however, pedagogical approaches do not provide comprehensive content for mastery of skills and strategies for delivering accessible healthcare services to patients with disabilities. Student pharmacists’ need to obtain the requisite education, knowledge, and skills to provide effective healthcare to patients with disabilities. Accordingly, it is essential that schools and colleges of pharmacy prepare student pharmacists to be competent and confident in providing effective and accessible care to this underserved patient population.
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The core curricula of most pharmacy schools provide students with only a brief introduction to patients with disabilities, which is usually through didactic content. While these brief introductions are helpful, pedagogical approaches do not provide comprehensive content for mastery of skills and strategies for providing accessible health care services to patients with disabilities. Student pharmacists would benefit from additional education and/or training specifically related to patients with disabilities. Improving student pharmacists’ knowledge and understanding of this patient population would help to increase their competence, confidence, and skills in communicating with and providing care to this underserved patient population.

Before discussing how content related to disabilities can be integrated into pharmacy curricula, we first define what is meant by disability. The Americans with Disabilities Act Amendments Act (ADAAA) defines disability as “an impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities, a record of such an impairment, or being regarded as having such an impairment.” The World Health Organization (WHO) and the International Classification of Functioning, Disability, and Health (ICF), which provides a framework for the measurement of functioning and disability, defines disability as an “umbrella term, covering impairments, activity limitations, and participation restrictions.” Regardless of which agency definition is used, the term disability traditionally encompasses various categories of impairments, activity limitations, and restrictions that includes visual, hearing, motor, and cognitive/learning impairments as well as those pertaining to speech.

The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) provides generally recognized definitions or descriptions for each disability category. For example, according to IDEA, an individual has a visual impairment if they experience vision loss that cannot be corrected, whereas hearing impairments can be changeable or permanent. Motor impairments are the partial or complete loss
of functioning of a body part, and cognitive or learning impairments are defined as "a disorder in one or more psychological processes that are important for understanding and using language."

Speech and language disabilities include stuttering and other vocal impairments. Please note that this is not a comprehensive list of all disabilities that individuals may live with. Many individuals live with more than one disability, and disabilities may not always be readily apparent to others. In fact, many individuals live with less obvious disabilities that are referred to as hidden or invisible disabilities. According to the WHO, approximately one billion individuals across the world live with some type of disability; this represents nearly 15% of the worldwide population and approximately 26% of US adults. Approximately 20%-50% of all individuals with disabilities do not take their medications as prescribed.

DISCUSSION

Content related to disabilities can be integrated in various ways across the curricula. For example, faculty may seek volunteers with disabilities from the local community to visit classrooms to provide their unique perspectives regarding their health care experiences. Time permitting, a panel discussion of volunteers would prove educational for students. These learning opportunities would give student pharmacists firsthand insight into the challenges faced by patients with disabilities and provide them with perspectives on how to more effectively facilitate communication with this population. If recruiting community volunteers is not a viable option, the use of simulation learning via objective structured clinical examinations (OSCE) may be a useful alternative. These role-playing scenarios can provide opportunities for student pharmacists to practice communicating with a simulated patient with a disability. Simulation learning activities can be used to augment corresponding didactic content while providing students opportunities to apply the skills and knowledge they have learned.

Other approaches or content can focus on using the teach-back method, motivational interviewing, applying appropriate facial expressions, communicating directly with the patient (with and without an interpreter for those who are deaf/hard of hearing), integrating visual aids to enhance verbal and written communication, and using bullet points to highlight key pieces of information in written communication. Student pharmacists can also benefit from education and training on disability culture to enhance their knowledge, clarify common misconceptions, improve attitudes, and increase communication competence and confidence. Providing interprofessional education training opportunities for communicating with patients with disabilities can provide valuable learning experiences for a variety of health professions’ students.

Regarding how to evaluate mastery of content related to disabilities, communication course laboratories traditionally use OSCEs as the assessment method of choice to evaluate mastery of content and skill development for effective communication. Using simulated patients with disabilities, OSCEs can be helpful in providing pharmacy students the opportunity to apply strategies for successful communication in simulated health care interactions, which may help student pharmacists increase their competence and confidence in interacting with patients with disabilities. Other types of assessments can also be used to evaluate mastery of disability content. For example, peer evaluations can be used with OSCEs to obtain a more comprehensive perspective of the student pharmacists’ skills, competence, and confidence. Additionally, the individuals who role-play patients with disabilities can provide their assessments of the student pharmacist’s ability to effectively communicate with a simulated patient. Reflections are yet another option for assessing skill development and knowledge. If OSCEs are recorded, the student pharmacist can fully perform a self-assessment; this is a great way for students to review their interactions and to self-evaluate skill development and application. Quizzes and exams can also be used to evaluate student knowledge and application of skills. Furthermore, written assignments that use patient case scenarios can be helpful in assessing student mastery of content as well as skill acquisition. Lastly, interprofessional education activities related to disabilities can provide unique opportunities to assess student pharmacist skill acquisition and mastery of content in a team-based environment.

More broadly speaking, to instruct student pharmacists specifically on what patients with disabilities need in terms of successfully accessing health care, research is needed. Currently, there is a dearth of information pertaining to patients with disabilities and health care interactions. Much of the available literature does not directly include the perspectives of patients with disabilities regarding health care and access. The few articles that were identified for this commentary focus on patients that are deaf/hard of hearing, interactions with physicians, or on broader concepts such using professionalism with patients with disabilities.

To incorporate more comprehensive content related to disabilities in pharmacy curricula, it is imperative that researchers include patients with disabilities’ perspectives and conduct studies based on their needs and experiences. Insight from this patient population is essential to inform curricula, policies, and processes in educational, community, and hospital settings.

Finally, to effectively provide care to a patient with a disability, it is essential for student pharmacists to
understand that they must first ascertain the patient’s preferred mode of communicating. Then, to the extent possible, they should honor the patient’s request to communicate in that mode for the duration of the interaction. There are a variety of different modes of communication for patients with disabilities and identifying and using those that the patient prefers will produce a more successful encounter. Some tips student pharmacists can use to develop effective health communication skills when interacting with patients with disabilities include using plain language, limiting information to three to five key points, being specific and concrete, using visuals, including a summary that repeats the key points, and using positive, hopeful, and empowering language.3

CONCLUSION

Regardless of disability type, individuals with disabilities may encounter unique barriers that impede health care access. It is important to recognize that each patient is an individual and to tailor care to each patient’s specific needs and preferences. Ineffective communication between pharmacists and patients with disabilities impedes the establishment of rapport and may result in a strained relationship.3,18 This can widen health care disparities, negatively affect treatment outcomes, result in a lack of knowledge regarding health issues, and can ultimately lead to avoidance of care.1,18

Student pharmacists’ need to obtain the requisite education, knowledge, and skills to provide effective health care to individuals with disabilities. Improving student pharmacists’ competence, confidence, and skills in providing care to patients with disabilities will increase patients’ knowledge of their health care and associated treatments, ensure safer medication use, and optimize patient health-related outcomes.1,4 Hence, to help ensure equity in health care services, it is vital that student pharmacists obtain the knowledge and skills necessary to provide effective health services to individuals with disabilities.

Accordingly, it is essential that schools/colleges of pharmacy prepare student pharmacists to be competent and confident in providing care to this underserved patient population. To accomplish this, we must provide educational content related to disabilities in pharmacy curricula. Looking forward, this should be an important goal for the Academy. Since the Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education (ACPE) Accreditation Standards for 2025 are currently under revision, this is the perfect opportunity for the Academy to address these missing pieces and to include content related to disabilities within contemporary pharmacy curricula.19
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